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ABOUT ME
Multi-disciplinary graphic designer & illustrator with over 4 years experience heading design projects and
creating visual assets for independent clients, small and large organisations in industries such as; Finance
tech, Sports Education, charity sector and the Arts. Consistently achieving quality visual outcomes for print
design, digital design, branding, motion, animation, web and social media marketing for various clients.
Results have led to an award nomination, growing online engagement and an elevated brand experience
amongst target audiences.
Experienced with collaboratively handling several creative design projects, producing visual concepts,
adapting to dynamic work practices whilst also developing and maintaining positive relationships with
clients, team members, managers and vendors to secure ongoing partnerships. Adept at Adobe Creative
Cloud software such as InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator, Adobe XD, Premiere pro and After Effects and basic
HTML for web maintenance and e-newsletter design work.

EDUCATION
GRAPHIC DESIGN BA (HONS)
Nottingham Trent University - 2016
ART & DESIGN BTECH NATIONAL DIPLOMA LEVEL 3 EXTENDED
Milton Keynes College - 2012

WORK HISTORY

ABOUT ME / CV

FREELANCE ILLUSTRATOR & GRAPHIC DESIGNER
2016 - PRESENT
• Completed design and illustration work for small and large organisations and independent clients 		
such as Manchester International Festival, Leftlion Magazine, Keane design agency, Nottingham Trent
University, the University of Nottingham and the Hockley Hustle.
• Delivered award nominated design work with MIF through actively collaborating with team members.
• Ensure quality printing and on-time delivery by effectively communicating with printers and vendors.
• Successfully negotiate budgets with potential clients and handling payments and invoicing.
• Produce rough drafts and mock-up for clients and revised them based on the feedback.
• Advise clients about design styles and formats that fit their company needs.
• Chaired and planned team meetings and workshops in person or remote.

V9 BUSINESS FINANCE TECH - GRAPHIC DESIGNER
JUNE 2019 - JUNE 2021
• Managed all in-house graphic design projects and external projects for clients and enhanced overall
design quality. Leading to reported 50% increase in satisfaction amongst staff and clients.
• Maintained and improved the brand identity of V9 Business plus 3 subsidiary companies.			
And designed the brand identities of 3 new additional companies.

• Educated staff, managers and clients by constructing detailed training manuals and delivering 		
team presentations and one-on-one training for Core print / Vpress.
• Streamlined V9 Business website maintenance and content updates by learning basics HTML and CSS.
• Increased cross department efficiency by successfully training staff in simple design processes.
• Liaised with vendors and external clients, advising on print, digital and design specifications.
• Delegated appropriate work to team members.
• Created and updated artwork, logos, marketing assets, print and digital documents for over 500 clients
in fast-paced, deadline-oriented environment.
• Delivered more engaging digital ads by leading design meetings and actively engaged with teams to
understand their needs and their customers.
• Oversaw creative input from freelance designers and internal staff, whilst advising and applying		
creative changes when needed.
• Improved video content, email templates and company image library which resulted in			
approximately 20% increase in social media engagement and 60% more email response.
• Successfully set up Vpress web 2 print system for 500+ clients through careful planning			
and coordinating between IT, Print vendors and training admin staff.

INSTITUTE OF SWIMMING EDUCATION - JUNIOR DESIGNER
JUNE 2018 - JUNE 2020
• Aided senior graphic designers, managers, and educators in delivering design work 				
related to print, digital, video and content for their interactive education platforms.
• Entrusted with updating the branding and layout design for IOS National health and safety 			
manuals and student work books.
• Prepared high quality documents and manuals ready for print production.
• Maintained large image libraries and visual assets with the design team.
• Designed and illustrated brand compliant documents and digital assets.
• Constructed PowerPoint slides and illustrations for interactive educational content.
• Ensured accurate, consistent, and high quality output of print and digital files.
• Altering graphic elements as needed or converting graphic elements into correct formats.
• Produced accessible templates for staff by converting InDesign files for Microsoft word and PowerPoint.
• Assisted senior designers in video shoots, editing footage, cleaning up audio and applying 			
branded motion graphics.
• Contributed in reducing team work load by responsibly managing my own projects, suitably prioritising
tasks and reporting to senior managers.

SKILLS
TECHNICAL SKILLS

SOFT SKILLS

Adobe InDesign

Creative

Adobe Illustrator

Collaborative

Adobe Photoshop

Communication

Adobe After Effects

Client Relationships

Adobe Premiere Pro

Project Management

Adobe XD

Growth Mindset

Graphic Design

Problem Solving

Print Design

Team working

Brand Design

Adaptable

Digital Design

Strategy

Logo Design

Ideation

Animation
Motion Graphics
HTML 5 & CSS
Video Editing
Photo Retouching
Core print / Vpress
Social Media Marketing
Microsoft PowerPoint
Microsoft Word
Illustration

CONTACT ME

WORK EXPERIENCE

MOBILE
074711955773

LINNEY CREATE AGENCY- GRAPHIC DESIGN PLACEMENT
JUNE 2017

EMAIL
Hello@JasminIssaka.com

STUDIO LBW FASHION- GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN
JUNE - SEPTEMBER 2015

WEBSITE
www.JasminIssaka.com

UNI2KNOW - GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN
OCTOBER 2013 - FEBRUARY 2014

LOCATION
Manchester, United Kingdom

GRAPHIC DESIGN

PROJECT:

BRAND ROLLOUT
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Institute of swimming - Learning team
2018
BRIEF:
I was hired as a junior graphic designer to assist the learning
solutions team with applying the new brand identity of the Institution
of Swimming across all their print, digital, video, illustration and
marketing assets. Soon after I was in charge of updating all health
and safety manuals, student and coaching work books which
are distributed nationally.

BRAND ROLLOUT

RESULTS:
Under the guidance of the managers and senior designers I was able
to assist the team effectively in completing the re-branding 3 weeks
ahead of schedule. Following the core brand guidelines accurately
and closely, I contributed towards creating the updated layout and
design for all manuals and student work books.

PRINT DESIGN

POWERPOINT PRESENTATION & BRAND ILLUSTRATIONS

VIDEO EDITING & MOTION GRAPHICS

BRAND ILLUSTRATIONS

PROJECT:

iGENERATE
BRAND DESIGN
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Verofy / V9 Business
2020 - 2021
BRIEF:
Working closely with the CEO, freelance designer, business
development team and the iOS developer we created a new
brand identity for Verofy’s new customer lead generation app,
called igenerate. The brand aesthetic and interface for the app
had to be simple, accessible and quickly communicate the
intention of the app.
SOLUTION:
Through research, pitching ideas and rounds of feedback the
team felt a target logo, orange colours and a simple sans-serif
and rounded typeface would represent the app best and appeal
to their audience. This was primarily sales agents looking for
simple, easy to navigate, no non-sense access
to quality sales leads.

BRANDING

RESULTS:
During testing the app received extremely positive feedback.
Users found that the colours, typefaces and layout were easy to
use and navigate.

BRAND IDENTITY GUIDE

APP DESIGN - USER INTERFACE

PRINT DESIGN

PROJECT:

BRAND UPDATE
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Verofy / V9 Business
2019
BRIEF:
The operations manager requested I bring life into the old
Cardpay365, which is a subsidiary brand of Verofy. A payment
solutions business which partners with clients who want to work
with a friendly, reliable, approachable payments and finance tech
brand. The logo and colour scheme had to stay the same.

BRANDING UPDATE

SOLUTION:
In the old brand design the colours weren’t properly utilised. Blue
seemed to constantly be the only and default colour throughout.
So I presented to the managers more usage of colours amongst
customer touch points. Plus I added clean vector illustrations of
imagery related to payments and finance. The objective was to
convey an approachable, professional and friendly aesthetic with
some enthusiasm and energy.
RESULTS:
The Cardpay365 sales agents and staff were extremely pleased
with the brand rejuvenation. They felt it was more up to date and
able to compel potential customers more and stand out against
competitors. Plus the illustrated visuals helped increase online
engagement on social media by 30%.

BRAND VISUALS

BUSINESS CARD

EMAIL SIGNATURE DESIGN

INTERACTIVE CONTRACT

SOCIAL MEDIA BANNER

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & COPY

Halloween Theme

Bonfire Night Theme

Valentines theme

PROJECT:

BRAND UPDATE
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
V9 Business
2019 - 2021
BRIEF:
I was requested to give the V9 business brand a simple, minimalist
and clean update, without changing the colours and logo.
The company has around 500 clients who used V9 business print
and digital marketing files. This meant that the core layout had
to remain simple as possible to easily adjust and adapt to the
automated marketing system and be quickly updated for frequent
new product launches or updates.
SOLUTION:
One of the core statements of V9 Business is that it’s an industry
leading Fintech brand. This led me to focus on simple visuals that
quickly and easily conveyed this. Arrows was the firm favourite
of the V9 Business team.
To contribute towards the minimalist feel (and respect the
restrictions of the automated software) instead of using arrows
constantly the black panels were set in an angled directed,
as if an arrow cut through.

BRANDING

Obvious use of the arrows were preserved for motion graphics
and text heavy print documents where the shape and headlines
could be integrated and movement could be represented. To
convey a leading company.
RESULTS:
Clients and staff reported that the update felt more professional
and helped market their products better to potential buyers.
Additionally the template style was easier to comprehend, and
excellent for rapid edits for updates with a flexible layout that
allowed room for visuals and texts and large tables of figures.

Old Branding

BUSINESS CARDS

BROCHURES & FLYERS

COMMISSION DOCUMENTS

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & COPY

VIDEO EDITING & MOTION GRAPHICS

PROJECT:

LOGO DESIGNS

LOGO DESIGNS

CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Various clients
2017 - 2021

PROJECT:

LOGO DESIGN &
BRANDING
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
SHEAFRIQ
2017
BRIEF:
Sheafriq is a grass root collective of creative women with black
heritage. The focus of the group is to celebrate, educated and
showcase the creative skills of local black women. Tackling the
lack of diverse representation within the local community and arts
organisations. Members were requested to pitch logo design ideas.
The primary aim was to visually encapsulate the afro-centric statement
of the group in a bold, unique and distinctive way.
SOLUTION:
Through exploring art, textiles, fashion and symbols of traditional
African and Caribbean cultures I’ve developed a dynamic, bold hand
drawn logo design. Utilising hand drawn style to reference to mud
cloth, incorporating west-African symbols and vibrant colours, shapes
and forms. Strongly inspired by black diaspora cultures such as Mali,
Ghana, Nigeria and the Caribbean.

BRANDING

I have also gone beyond the logo design brief, by creating a
dynamic brand style that would have the ability to subtly and cleanly
reference various black diaspora culture. Highlighting core visual
elements that reference specific black cultures. In this presentation,
I’ve focused mainly on conveying west-African Adinkra symbols and
Ankara cloth patterns.
RESULTS:
My proposed logo design and brand styling was chosen and
immediately used across social media, print design, merchandise
and any brand touch-points. The distinctive logo design created
stronger brand awareness and recognition amongst the local
community and helped create a distinctive visual standpoint and tone
when collaborating with galleries, local organisations and events.
Additionally the unique aesthetic aided in selling T-shirts, badges and
merchandise which helped raise funds.

BRAND DESIGN

BLACK WOMEN
CREATIVE COLLECTIVE

PAN AFRICAN COLOURS

MOOD BOARD

BOLD
VIBRANT
GRASS ROOT
AFRO-CENTRIC

DEVELOPMENT

EXPLORATION
The process of developing the logo and
brand style involved exploring multiples
ideas through, sketching, drawing, collage,
freestyle pattern work and so on.
It contributed towards understanding the
creation of patterns, shapes and colour
usage. Further constructing ideas on
applying various visual elements and
textures for the brand to showcase
the diverse black heritage.

PATTERNS & TEXTURES

PRIMARY LOGO

FAVICON LOGO

BRAND ICONS

BRAND IDENTITY

ALTERNATIVE LOGOS

LOGO ICON

COLOURS
FONTS

GOODDOG NEW
CENTURY GOTHIC PRO
CENTURY GOTHIC REGULAR

BUSINESS CARDS

MERCHANDISE

SOCIAL MEDIA BRANDING

PRINT DESIGN

CLIENT:

WHITE BOARDS
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Nina Smith
2017

ANIMATION & MOTION GRAPHICS

BRIEF:
‘White boards’ the catchy sensational single by singer and
songwriter Nina Smith. Nina’s creative team constructed a video
teaser to promote her new single, however she felt that visually
it needed some more character. After coming across my pattern
work and illustrations Nina requested my input to help add more
visual effects for her video.
SOLUTION:
The video itself was done well, so I didn’t want to undermine
the work already completed by overpowering it with too many
colourful visuals. Instead I sprinkled patterns, animation and text
suitable to the dynamics of the music, video scene and lyrics so it
highlights and compliments the music.
RESULTS:
Nina Smith was extremely happy with the final results. The final
video was shared on her site and social media platforms. Overall
it was reported that it received great response and engagement
amongst the social media channels and several downloads
on her music platforms.

video Link:
https://www.jasminissaka.com/white-boards-video-animation-mp4

ILLUSTRATION

PROJECT:

BOOK COVER ART WHISPERS & SCREAMS
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
J.R. Cooper
2016
BRIEF:
Whispers & Screams written by self published author Jessica
Cooper. Jessica wanted me to create artwork that captured her
stories through my illustration style.

BOOK COVER ART

CONCEPT:
Whispers & Screams involves the main character, Ruby, leaving
her dark life behind in order to find herself again. I felt this is a
core theme of the story. This led to me conveying this by illustrating
a woman emerging out of a cocoon. With a closer look you’ll
see that the cocoon is the shape of a woman. The colours are
limited to a sombre depressed blue and vibrant ruby red to create
a visual contrast that references to the struggle of her past and
her future self.

PROJECT:

RESTLESS
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
J.R. Cooper
2017
BRIEF:
I had the pleasure of illustrating Jessica’s 2nd book, Restless.
A story about Charlie who has to deal with the sudden death
of her mother.

BOOK COVER ART

CONCEPT:
The illustration’s concept showcases Charlie’s hand trying to
reach and hold on to another hand, the spirit of Charlie’s recently
deceased mother. Representing the theme of how Charlie tries to
find, reconnect and mourn the loss her mother.

PROJECT:

THE GOOSE IS LOOSE
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Leftlion Magazine
2017
BRIEF:
The Goose is Loose is a comic series within the Nottingham Lefltion
magazine. Artist and writers collaborated to develop different stories
every month based on the beloved Nottingham goose fair Goose
statue, which traditionally gets captured every year at the fair.

COMIC STORY ILLUSTRATION

CONCEPT:
I was paired with Ben Knight, who has written a Mad Max
style future dystopia with an element of time travel. The project
involved mostly remote communication from the writer and the
editor, which I was able to manage with ease and complete
edits within time-frames.

COMIC STORY ILLUSTRATION

COMIC STORY ILLUSTRATION

PROJECT:

HOCKLEY HUSTLE
ALBUM 2021

ALBUM COVER ART COLLABORATION

CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
The Hockley Hustle
2021
BRIEF:
The Hockley Hustle is an annual Nottingham city wide festival
event involving 100s of musicians performing at several venues
around the city. In response to the pandemic issues the Hockley
Hustle group decided to release a digital downloadable album
showcasing music singles from12 local musician’s.
The cover art for the album was a collaborative effort between
3 artists and myself. We were each given sections of a local
Nottingham map area and asked to visually interpret the area
in our own unique way.
CONCEPT:
I approached the project by focusing more on my freehand
abstract pattern techniques. Creating a loose line interpretation
of the map and overlaying every section of the map with vibrant,
colourful textures and patterns. The main area names are faintly
set in an italic serif Georgia font. A contrast to the visuals it sits on.
Giving a faint reflection of the qualities of a map.

ALBUM COVER ART COLLABORATION

PROJECT:

KING OF CHRISTMAS
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Greene King
2018
BRIEF:
Hired by Keane Branding agency, I was asked to pitch an
illustration for the back of Greene King Christmas menu’s.
The Campaign theme was ‘King of Christmas’. The illustration
needed to include ‘Our Festive menu,’ ‘Book now’ and
the Greene King logo.

MENU ILLUSTRATION

CONCEPT:
I illustrated a family enjoying a Christmas meal together as this
would be the primary target audience. Displaying characters
enjoying each other, being merry and having drinks. Various
characters and objects have paper crowns. This is to signify the
different elements of Christmas. Food, drinks, gift giving and silly
enjoyment. Showcasing that all these aspects being enjoyed
makes everyone the King of Christmas.

PROJECT:

CARDS & PRINTS
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Personal Project
2016 - Ongoing
ABOUT PROJECT:
Since 2016 I’ve been illustrating sceneries of local areas, iconic
landmarks, cities and travel destinations in my vibrant illustration
style. After attracting a lot of attention through exhibitions,
showcases and online I’ve printed my illustration on postcards,
greeting cards and art prints.

CARD ILLUSTRATIONS

RESULTS:
Over the years I’ve been selling my cards and prints at various
retailers such as the Nottingham Tourist Centre, Nottingham
Castle, Hopkins Gallery. Completing wholesale orders for the
University of Nottingham and other businesses. My artwork was
used in the Sunday times magazine for the ‘Good university
guide’ 2020 featuring the Nottingham Trent University. And
featured on the BBC TV show ‘Home is where the Art is’ in July
2020. And selected as a Pop-up artist at the Kenji store
in Manchester in November 2021.

PROJECT:

CHRISTMAS ARTWORK
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Manchester International Festival
2020

SOCIAL MEDIA ILLUSTRATION

BRIEF:
I was commissioned by the MIF marketing team and tasked
with creating an illustrated digital Christmas message for all their
social media, newsletter, blog and website. The team wanted the
illustration to be a Christmas adaptation based on visuals and
photography from their events.

PROJECT:

A MANIFESTO
FOR CHANGE
CLIENT & PROJECT YEAR:
Manchester International Festival - Young People’s Forum
November 2020 - March 2021
BRIEF:
The MIF Young People’s Forum came together in July in response
to the Black Lives Matter Movement to host ‘A Conversation
for Change,’ attended by over 50 representative of Greater
Manchester’s cultural organisations.
Following the event they circulated a survey across Greater
Manchester, to both arts organisations and other sectors, in order
to best understand how to inform change within Manchester.
The YPF developed a 10 point manifesto which will be shared
across Greater Manchester in order to inspire positive change
within the arts sector. I was commissioned to bring the Manifesto
to life visually.

ILLUSTRATION

CONCEPT:
The core visual concept involves a diverse cast of people
conversing positively. Every character forms a speech bubble
which gathers together in the centre, overlapping and forming a
bigger shape. Every character essentially shapes and forms the
bigger conversation. Each point within the manifesto received a
specific illustration suited to its key themes.
RESULTS:
The Manifesto received extreme positive attention from various
organisations and sectors. And was nominated for a Manchester
Culture award in 2021.

ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION
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